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For generations Kohler has been committed to designing products that simplify 

life and bring beauty and comfort to the home. Like you, we continue to adapt 

to the evolving world around us, without losing sight of our commitment. As you 

take a fresh look at the design and functionality of your home, Kohler is ready to 

help you achieve the independence you desire.

Our latest innovation, Elevance™ Rising Wall bath, provides a true bathing 

experience. A stylish alternative to walk-in and institutional-looking options, this 

bath is designed to fit a standard five-foot alcove. With it, you will enjoy more 

control over the entire bathing experience with easier accessibility and greater 

comfort as you lounge at a perfect soaking depth. And we’ve engineered this 

bath to meet ADA* guidelines for years of independence, comfort and safety.  

Raising the bar 
on bathing.
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3*The Elevance Rising Wall bath will comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act when installed per the 
requirements of the Accessibility Guidelines, Section 601(Bathtubs) of the Act. 
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The height of comfort, 
accessibility and design.

1

5

2

6

The extra-wide opening and chair-height 
seat of the Elevance™ Rising Wall bath 
provide a safe and comfortable way to 
enter and leave the bath.

The Elevance Rising Wall bath drains 
in less than two minutes. Simply open 
the main drain in the footwell with a tap 
of your toe and activate the secondary 
drain with a light touch of the button on 
the rising wall.  

Once the water has drained below the 
safety sensors, you will hear the seal 
deflate. Lift the latch on the rising wall 
and lower the wall.

The specially designed waterfall fill 
eliminates the need for a spout. Adjust 
the temperature of the waterfall after 
testing it in the footwell, then lift your 
legs into the bath.
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8 Elevance Rising Wall bath is as 
durable as it is attractive. Its acrylic 
surface is easy to clean and maintain 
for years of use.

Leaving the bath is safe and easy. 
After lowering the wall, move your 
legs out of the bath and stand from 
a seated position.

Raise the wall with one hand–it takes 
less effort than lifting a half-gallon of 
milk. The wall will easily lock in place 
and two watertight seals will inflate to 
prevent leaks. 

Lean back comfortably and enjoy  
a blissful experience as the waterfall 
fills the bath to a perfect soaking depth.

Immerse yourself in the soothing water of a true bathing experience. The 

Elevance™ Rising Wall bath lets you lounge comfortably and safely at a perfect 

soaking depth without the concerns of traditional or walk-in baths. The unique 

design gives you greater control over the entire bathing experience with easily 

accessible controls, no levers to lock and an extra-wide opening that makes 

entry as easy as getting into bed. 
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Style.
Convenience.
Independence.
Everything
is in reach.

Ergonomically designed for comfort and function, the Elevance™ Rising Wall bath 

positions the bather to easily control all of the features the bath has to offer from 

a reclined position.

From a reclining position you can: 

Control water temperature and flow while watching the integrated
waterfall fill the bath and enlighten your senses.

Wash your hair and body using the optional handshower. 

Access personal items, such as shampoo or soap, stored on the
integrated storage ledge.

Adjust the optional BubbleMassage™ feature to control the thousands of
bubbles enveloping your body for a blissful experience. 

Open both drains to empty the bath in less than two minutes.

Raise and lower the wall with less effort than it takes to lift a half-gallon of milk.

Reach the optional grab bar easily to assist in entering or leaving the bath.
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Bath controls are placed 
conveniently for effortless 
adjustments.

Water temperature and flow 
are easily controlled with an 
open or closed hand.

Everything you need is 
always right at your fingertips 
because of the integrated 
storage ledge.
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The Integrated footwell 
positions your feet below 
your body, allowing you to 
comfortably recline. 

Optional BubbleMassage™ 
bath allows you to relax with 
soft bubbles that envelop the 
body for a blissful experience. 

Fill the bath effortlessly in 
minutes with an integrated 
waterfall that is soothing to 
feel, hear and watch.  
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Authentic bathing.
Recline.
Soak.
Relax.

Every feature of the Elevance™ Rising Wall bath was specifically designed to

give you a true bathing experience. 

The 14-inch depth of the bath, together with the footwell and comfortable  

contour back, allow you to lounge in a relaxing, deep soak instead  

of sitting upright. 

The unique waterfall fill eliminates the need for protruding spouts that may 

crowd your bathing space. 

The optional BubbleMassage™ bath puts a complete and adjustable

hydrotherapy experience at your fingertips. 
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Simple and reliable, 
start to finish.

10

The Elevance™ Rising Wall bath was carefully engineered to be easy to use, 

reliable and completely comfortable from the moment you enter the bath to 

the moment you leave. 

The dual-drain system will have you out of the bath in less than two minutes. 

Raising the wall is as easy as lifting a half-gallon of milk and is simple to lock 

in place.

State-of-the-art sensors prevent the door from opening when the bath is full 

and also keep the footwell from overflowing. 

Two watertight seals ensure there are never any leaks and are backed by a 

lifetime limited warranty.*

*The dual seal is backed by a lifetime limited warranty when installed by a qualified installer. The
lifetime limited warranty is valid in North America for as long as the original consumer purchaser 
owns his or her home. For complete warranty information, and to see how the seal works, visit 
KOHLER.com/Independence.
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Activate the secondary drain 
with a light touch of the button 
on the rising wall.

11

The main drain can be 
opened or closed with the tap 
of your toe, so no bending or 
uncomfortable movement  
is needed.

The smooth action of the 
lightweight wall allows it to 
be raised and lowered with 
less effort than it takes to lift 
a half-gallon of milk.
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Leakproof 
and packed
with features.

1 An extra-wide opening and chair-height seat provide easy entry and exit 

by chair, wheelchair or standing position.

2 A slightly reclined backrest offers a comfortable lounge position. 

3 An integrated grab bar provides safety and support during entry and exit. 

4 Safety sensors ensure wall cannot be accidentally lowered when the bath

is filled.

5 Optional BubbleMassage™ bath gives a blissful bathing experience with 

thousands of soothing bubbles.

6 The easy-to-lift rising wall requires less than 5 pounds of force to raise

or lower it–taking less effort than lifting a half-gallon of milk.

7   Two leakproof seals are backed by a lifetime limited warranty.*  

8   The sleek design easily fits a standard 5-foot alcove space.

9 The large integrated storage ledge provides easy access to the optional 

handshower, BubbleMassage control and your personal items. 

10 The integral footwell allows you to easily test the water temperature prior 

to entering the bath. 

11 The integrated waterfall fill eliminates a spout and fills the bath to an 

optimal soaking depth in just 3 to 4 minutes. 

12 The dual-drain system empties the bath in less than 2 minutes. 

13  The no-fuss acrylic surface is easy to clean and maintain. 

*The dual seal is backed by a lifetime limited warranty when installed by a qualified installer. The lifetime limited 
warranty is valid in North America for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his or her home. For 
complete warranty information, and to see how the seal works, visit KOHLER.com/Independence.
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Simplicity.
Ease of use. Comfort.
Welcome to
the buying
experience.

To make it easy to bring the benefits of Aging in Place products to your 

bathroom, Kohler has assembled a skilled team of Bold Independence Experts.

View Us.

Our Aging in Place website allows 

you to see our entire product 

offering, browse designer rooms, 

read consumer feedback about our 

products and watch videos to see

the products in action.

Visit KOHLER.com/Independence 

Talk to Us.

Kohler Bold Independence Experts 

are available to listen to your needs 

and make product recommendations, 

helping you create the experience and the 

look you want in your home. They can 

also help you find a local showroom.

Call 888-9-BOLD-4-U 
(888-926-5348)
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Meet Us.

Stop by a KOHLER® Registered 

Showroom to see our products on 

display. Showroom associates are 

ready to provide you with personalized 

design service, answer your questions 

and help you through the process of 

choosing products that are right for you.
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Innovation.
Quality.
Trust.

Since 1873.

Kohler Co. has been improving the lives of its customers with exceptional 

products and services for generations. Headquartered in Kohler, Wisconsin, 

we are recognized as a world leader in kitchen and bath design with a diversity 

of products that continually set new standards in design, craftsmanship and 

innovation–united by a single level of quality. 
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Elevance™ Rising Wall Bath

  
 

60¼" x 33½" x 39¼"

Key
L  Left-hand drain
R  Right-hand drain
LB  Left-hand drain and grab bar
RB  Right-hand drain and grab bar

GL  Left-hand drain and BubbleMassage
GR  Right-hand drain and BubbleMassage
GLB  Left-hand drain, grab bar and BubbleMassage
GRB  Right-hand drain, grab bar and BubbleMassage

*  The Elevance Rising Wall bath will comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act when installed 
per the requirements of the Accessibility Guidelines, Section 601(Bathtubs) of the Act. 

Model K-1913-L or -R K-1914-GL or -GR

Model Type Bath BubbleMassage™

Dimensions 60¼" x 33½" x 39¼" with flanges 60¼" x 33½" x 39¼" with flanges 

Interior Dimensions 483/4" x 233/8" 483/4" x 233/8"

Capacity to Overflow 
(Without a Bather)

72 gal (272 liters) 72 gal (272 liters)

Weight 260 lb 280 lb

Installation 3-wall alcove 3-wall alcove

Electrical Service 
Requirement

120 V hard-wire, 5 A; 60 Hz

Model 1913P-L or R is hard-wired 
and cUL certified

120 V hard-wire, 6 A; 60 Hz

Model 1914P-L or R is hard-wired 
and cUL certified

Model with Drain cover 
and Installed Grab Bar

K-1913-LB or -RB

(Available exclusively in White  
with Polished Chrome)

K-1914-GLB or -GRB

(Available exclusively in White  
with Polished Chrome)

Color Availability

Required Components SKU Colors/Finishes

Grab Bar
K-1010-CF

(Factory installed in LB/RB/GLB/GRB models)
-AF, -BN, -BV, -CP, -G, -PB, -SN

Clearflo Slotted 
Overflow Drain

K-7272-CF
(Included in LB/RB/GLB/GRB models)

-AF, -BGD, -BN, -BRZ, -BV, -CP, 
-G, -PB,-PGD, -SN

Recommended 
Accessories

SKU Colors/Finishes

High-Flow 
Rite-Temp® Valve

K-2971-KS N/A

Transfer Valve K-728-K N/A

Purist® 12" Grab Bar K-11891 -AF, -BN, -BS, -BV, -S, -SN 

Shift™ Ellipse Handshower K-10257 -CP, -G
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Why is the Elevance™ Rising Wall bathing solution better than a walk-in bath?
The extra-wide opening and chair-height seat of the Elevance Rising Wall bath make 
entering and leaving easier than a traditional walk-in bath. In addition, the Elevance Rising 
Wall bath gives you a true bathing experience by allowing you to lounge at a comfortable 
soaking depth. And, unlike most walk-in baths, which require maneuvering over thresholds 
and around spouts, the Elevance Rising Wall bath gives you complete control over your 
entire bathing experience with easy accessibility to comfort and safety features from a 
seated position.  

2. Does the Elevance Rising Wall bath carry a warranty?
Yes. There is a lifetime limited warranty* on the dual seal and a 10-year limited warranty 
on the bath. 

3. Will the bath fit in my existing bathroom and through doors as a remodel? 
Yes. The bath is sized for a standard 5-foot alcove, and the removable rising wall allows 
the bath to fit through standard 30-inch doors. (See diagram on page 12, number 8.)

*The dual seal is backed by a lifetime limited warranty when installed by a qualified installer. The lifetime 
limited warranty is valid in North America for the duration the original consumer owns his or her home. 
For complete warranty information, and to see how the seal works, visit KOHLER.com/Independence.
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Interior Dimensions 483/4" x 233/8" 483/4" x 233/8"

Capacity to Overflow 
(Without a Bather)

72 gal (272 liters) 72 gal (272 liters)

Weight 260 lb 280 lb

Installation 3-wall alcove 3-wall alcove

Electrical Service 
Requirement

120 V hard-wire, 5 A; 60 Hz

Model 1913P-L or R is hard-wired 
and cUL certified

120 V hard-wire, 6 A; 60 Hz

Model 1914P-L or R is hard-wired 
and cUL certified

Model with Drain cover 
and Installed Grab Bar

K-1913-LB or -RB

(Available exclusively in White  
with Polished Chrome)

K-1914-GLB or -GRB

(Available exclusively in White  
with Polished Chrome)

Color Availability

Required Components SKU Colors/Finishes

Grab Bar
K-1010-CF

(Factory installed in LB/RB/GLB/GRB models)
-AF, -BN, -BV, -CP, -G, -PB, -SN

Clearflo Slotted 
Overflow Drain

K-7272-CF
(Included in LB/RB/GLB/GRB models)

-AF, -BGD, -BN, -BRZ, -BV, -CP, 
-G, -PB,-PGD, -SN

Recommended 
Accessories

SKU Colors/Finishes

High-Flow 
Rite-Temp® Valve

K-2971-KS N/A

Transfer Valve K-728-K N/A

Purist® 12" Grab Bar K-11891 -AF, -BN, -BS, -BV, -S, -SN 

Shift™ Ellipse Handshower K-10257 -CP, -G
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Why is the Elevance™ Rising Wall bathing solution better than a walk-in bath?
The extra-wide opening and chair-height seat of the Elevance Rising Wall bath make 
entering and leaving easier than a traditional walk-in bath. In addition, the Elevance Rising 
Wall bath gives you a true bathing experience by allowing you to lounge at a comfortable 
soaking depth. And, unlike most walk-in baths, which require maneuvering over thresholds 
and around spouts, the Elevance Rising Wall bath gives you complete control over your 
entire bathing experience with easy accessibility to comfort and safety features from a 
seated position.  

2. Does the Elevance Rising Wall bath carry a warranty?
Yes. There is a lifetime limited warranty* on the dual seal and a 10-year limited warranty 
on the bath. 

3. Will the bath fit in my existing bathroom and through doors as a remodel? 
Yes. The bath is sized for a standard 5-foot alcove, and the removable rising wall allows 
the bath to fit through standard 30-inch doors. (See diagram on page 12, number 8.)

*The dual seal is backed by a lifetime limited warranty when installed by a qualified installer. The lifetime 
limited warranty is valid in North America for the duration the original consumer owns his or her home. 
For complete warranty information, and to see how the seal works, visit KOHLER.com/Independence.
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Three Easy Ways to Learn More:

Call 888-9-BOLD-4-U (888-926-5348) to speak with a Kohler
Bold Independence Expert.

Visit KOHLER.com/Independence.

Stop by the KOHLER® Registered Showroom nearest you.

Form 10-1144-1110 
© 2010 Kohler Co.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin 53044
Printed in U.S.A.

1-800-4-KOHLER
(1-800-456-4537)
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